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Problem formulation

•Consider the 1-hidden-layer neural networks:

f (x; θ) =
m∑
j=1

vjσ
(
wT
j x
)
.

•Learn f (x; θ) via minimizing the training loss:

min
θ
`(θ) = 1

2

n∑
i=1

(yi − f (xi; θ))2 , (1)

where {(xi, yi)}ni=1 ⊂ Rd × R is the dataset,
θ = (w, v) is the parameter, σ(·) is the activation.
•Gradient of (1) w.r.t. w:

∇w`(θ) = J(w; v)T (f (w; v)− y) ∈ Rmd×1,

where f (w; v) ∈ Rn is the network output on the
whole dataset and J(w; v) ∈ Rn×md is the Jacobian:

J(w; v) :=

∇wf (w;x1, v)T
...

∇wf (w;xn, v)T

 .

Decomposition of training error

Define:
• θ∗: the parameter reached by gradient methods.
• θ̂: the global-min of (1).

we have:

`(θ∗) = `(θ∗)− `(θ̂)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)

+ `(θ̂)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)
,

(a) Trainability: we desire to have `(θ∗) ≈ `(θ̂).
(b) Expressivity: perfectly fit the data if `(θ̂) = 0.

Question: How to guarantee (a) and (b)?
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Existing wisdom: width > n helps

(a) Trainability:
Two facts:

(I)At initialization, J(w0; v0) is full rank w.h.p.. [2]
(II) If J(w; v) is full row rank (when md > n):

then ∇w`(θ) = 0⇒ `(θ) = 0.
•When m = poly(n): θ∗ is close to θ0.
By Fact (I): J(w∗; v∗) is still full rank.
By Fact (II): ∇w`(θ) = 0⇒ `(θ) = 0.

Figure 1:The GD trajectory of wide networks.

This idea is used in NTK regime [1].
•When m < n: Not sure. Since θ∗ may be far
from θ0.

Figure 2:The GD trajectory of narrow networks.

In this case, ∇w`(θ) = 0 ; `(θ) = 0.
(b): Expressivity:

•When m > n: consider the output of the hidden
layer:

Φ(w) :=


σ
(
wT

1 x1
)
, . . . , σ

(
wT
mx1

)
...

σ
(
wT

1 xn
)
, . . . , σ

(
wT
mxn

)
 ∈ Rn×m

So ∃θ̂ s.t. Φ(w) is full rank (rank=n) and
`(θ̂) = 0.
•When m < n: Not sure if `(θ̂) = 0 or > 0.

We ask two questions

When width m < n:
(Q1) Can a narrow network have as strong

expressivity as a wide one?
(Q2) If so, is the network trainable so that
gradient methods can find such a solution?

Assumptions

Assumption 1: Width m ≥ 2n
d (covers m < n

when d > 2).
Assumption 2: Activation σ(·) is analytic and
L-lipschitz continuous (with some additional mild
requirements). (covers sigmoid, softplus, Tanh).
Assumption 3: x1, · · · , xn are independently
sampled from a continuous distribution in Rd.

The mirrored LeCun initialization

Now, we describe the mirrored LeCun’s initializa-
tion (MLI), which get 0 output for any x.

Figure 3:A example of the mirrored LeCun’s initialization.

Narrow nets are expressive

Consider MLI θ0 = (w0, v0), then for any
small neighborhood around w0, there ex-
ists a θ̂ such that, `(θ̂) = 0 w.p.1..
The expressive global-min exists!

Narrow nets are trainable

At MLI θ0, J(w0; v0) is full rank w.p.1..
So around θ0: ∇w`(θ) = 0⇒ `(θ) = 0.
No saddles & bad local-min locally!

A new training regime

Inspired by the previous results, we design a con-
strained problem, which keeps w near w0.

Figure 4:Our training regime for narrow networks.

All KKT point θ∗ are near global-min of (1)!
i.e., `(w∗, v∗) = O(ε2) (ε is the constraint size).
No bad local-min on the boundary!

Experiments (selected)

On R-ImageNet, our training regime outperforms
SGD-based training, especially in narrow cases.

Figure 5:Our training regime vs SGD-based method.
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